A MAN'S FIRST VISIT TO A MONASTERY
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Ancient Bsdus tha Academy was in Rebgong Monastery. In the early twentieth century it was a good place for philosophy learners. Monks learned how to read many scriptures and learned the process of making Tibetan arts. They learned how to ask questions about existing things and hidden, invisible things. They energetically debated these issues. When they debated, it sounded like a concert was playing.

One day a Tibetan man from a pasture went to Rebgong. He was wealthy. He went to Rebgong Monastery to visit a monk. The monk was his relative. He walked through the big entrance of the monastery. He was impressed by the majestic high walls of the temples. Then he thought he might see things that he had not seen before. First he went to Rta mgrin Temple. He heard monks chanting. He also saw many books with original covers. He didn't know what the books were about. He asked a monk at the temple.

The monk replied, "The books are mostly scriptures. They were published more than a century ago. Recently the monks have published a Tibetan-Chinese dictionary."

The visitor couldn't see the dictionaries clearly because they were hidden under the scriptures. He could only see the thick flat, wooden board covers. He wasn't very interested, because he wasn't very interested in this topic. Then he left the temple and walked in the monastery yard. He suddenly heard the sound of a crowd. He thought people were fighting! He rushed over and yelled, "Hey! Don't fight! Don't fight!"

He didn't see them pound each other, but he heard them shouting. He didn't have any clue what they were fighting about.

Then a gentleman said, "It is not a fight. It is just a debate." The visitor then stopped yelling and left. That evening his monk relative took him to a Tibetan theater in the County town. Tibetan actors were performing. The monk bought two tickets from an officer. They joyfully spent a few hours there.

From this experience, he learned a lot and concluded, "Don't make a conclusion until you understand things clearly.

Answer the questions about the text.

1 What's a monastery?
2 Have you been in a monastery? Explain
3 Where did the man go?
4 When did the man hear the monks' chanting?
5 When he saw a crowd, what did he do?
6 What is a scripture? Explain
7 What temple did he go in?
8 What is an original cover?
9 Who does explained him about scripture?
10 Who does published those dictionaries?
11 What did he see in the Rta mgrin Temple?
12 Why dose the visitor couldn’t see the dictionaries clearly?
13 Did he like the monk’s explanation? Why?
14 Why did he come to the monastery?
15 Did he enjoy the monks arguing? Why?
16 Who took him to the Tibetan theater?
17 How many tickets did they buy?
18 Who sold the tickets?
19 Tell me a monastery that you go there regularly?
20 Did you like this text? Why or why not?

Choose the right definition for the given word.

1 maybe | [a] money [b] something to help you [c] old [d] possible
2 county | [a] school [b] theater [c] a sports group [d] a big area
3 recently | [a] go away [b] heavy [c] the first one [d] the last few days
4 entrance | [a] school [b] leader [c] door [d] steps
5 publish | [a] much money [b] very old [c] to write a book [d] to print a book

Fill in the correct word from the sentences.

1. Joanna and I went to the ( ) and we watched an exciting movie on Sunday.
2. I bought a big English and Chinese dictionary today. The dictionary was ( ) two years ago.
3. Tom isn’t Tibetan but he can speak ( ).
4. ( ) We can listen to songs here.
5. Her sister will go to the famous ( ) in a foreign country. They very happy about this good news.